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Since the Ethereum virtual machine is Turing complete, Ethereum can implement various complex logics such as mutual calls and
nested calls between functions. +erefore, Ethereum has suffered a lot of attacks since its birth, and there are still many attackers
active in Ethereum transactions. To this end, we propose a traceability method on Ethereum, using graph analysis to track
attackers. We collected complete user transaction data to construct the graph and analyzed data on several harmful attacks,
including reentry attacks, short address attacks, DDoS attacks, and Ponzi contracts. +rough graph analysis, we found accounts
that are strongly associated with these attacks and are still active. We have done a systematic analysis of these accounts to analyze
their threats. Finally, we also analyzed the correlation between the information collected through RPC and these accounts and
finally found that some accounts can find their IP addresses.

1. Introduction

Ethereum is a distributed platform based on an open source
blockchain called Blockchain 2.0 [1, 2]. At the beginning of
2016, the technology of Ethereum was recognized by the
market. +e price began to soar, attracting many people
other than developers to enter the world of Ethereum.

As the price of Ether gradually soared, it also attracted a
group of uninvited guests, that is, attackers [3]. +ey are
taking advantage of the loopholes in the Ethereum contract
and the loopholes in the EVM to carefully design a variety of
attack methods to steal Ethereum or disrupt the Ethereum
market. Just like the 2016 DAO attack [4], the attacker
exploited long-term lease loopholes to steal approximately
60 million dollars. In July 2017, a loophole in the Parity
Wallet contract resulted in a loss of 31 million USD [5]. In
April 2018, MyEtherWallet wallet became a victim of BGP
and DNS hijacking attacks, enabling hackers to steal US 17
million dollar [6]. On April 18, 2020, hackers took advantage
of the compatibility issues between Uniswap and ERC777.
When conducting ETH-imBTC transactions, hackers used

multiple iterations in ERC777 to call tokensToSend to
achieve a reentry attack and exhaust the imBTC pool on
Uniswap (ImBTC is an ERC-20 token with 1 :1 anchoring to
Bitcoin). On August 11, 2020, the Ethereum-based token
project NUGS had a security problem. +ere were security
loopholes in its smart contract, which caused massive in-
flation in its token system. Since the security vulnerability of
the smart contract cannot be repaired, the NUGS project
officially announced the decision to abandon the project,
and the tokens deposited in it cannot be withdrawn.

+e attackers of Ethereum have existed for a long time
along with the development of Ethereum. Even now, there
are still many attackers active on Ethereum. +ere are many
ways to detect Ethereum contract vulnerabilities [7–12], and
some people have studied the behavior of users on DAPPs
[13]. However, few people trace the origin of the attackers.

To this end, after conducting systematic research on the
connection between attackers, attack scale, duration, losses,
and recent activity, we have proposed to trace the attackers.

In this article, through some previous work, we found some
well-known data sets of attacks on Ethereum, including DDoS,
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reentry attacks, short address attacks, and Ponzi contracts.
After obtaining all the data, we processed it and obtained its
direct attack account. +en we inquired about the account
related to it through graph analysis.+rough the analysis of the
inquired account, we have the following findings:

(i) In the same type of attack, many attack accounts are
connected, indicating that they are all from an at-
tacker or attack team

(ii) Ether still exists in these linked accounts, but most
accounts have only a small balance, and a small
number of accounts have a large amount of Ether

(iii) Except for DDoS attacks, all other attacks have
accounts active on recent Ethereum blocks

+en we use the RPC mechanism to link the attacker
data obtained from the graph analysis with the IP. In
summary, we make the following major contributions:

(i) We use graph analysis technology to systematically
analyze the attacker and analyze the behavior
characteristics of the attack.

(ii) +rough the study of other documents, a relatively
complete data set of several types of attacks with more
research value has been collected. Perform graph analysis
on thesedata sets.We foundacorrelationbetween thevast
majority of attackers and found that many accounts are
still active on Ethereum.

(iii) We have conducted statistics on accounts with
strong correlation, calculated the damage caused to
Ethereum, and analyzed their overall activity.

(iv) We propose amethod to trace the source of the attack. By
using the data obtained from the RPC call, we can as-
sociate the attacker with a specific IP address.

+e rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces some background work of this article. Section 3
introduces themethod of this paper. Section 4 introduces the
data collection method. Section 5 introduces how to es-
tablish graph relationships, Section 6 introduces the ex-
perimental results, Section 7 discusses a flaw and future work
of this paper, and Section 8 summarizes the full paper.

2. Background

+e blockchain is essentially an immutable distributed
transaction ledger with ever-increasing data [14]. Distribution
is reflected in the absence of a clear central organization in the
blockchain system. All the complete client nodes in the system
are equal, and they all keep a copy of the same ledger. +e
ledger contains all confirmed transactions in the blockchain
system. +ese transactions are usually stored in the form of a
Merkle tree and packed into each block. Each block points to
the header hash value of the previous block. In this way, all the
blocks are connected into a long chain. +e chain formed by
this block is called a blockchain [15].

Ethereum is a decentralized virtual machine using
blockchain technology. Smart contracts are programs
written in Turing-complete bytecode language that can run

on it [2]. Smart contracts can build various applications,
from simple wallet applications to complex financial systems
in the banking industry. Accounts can create new contracts
on the Ethereum network, call contract functions, and
implement functions such as transferring Ether. However, at
the same time, there will be many vulnerabilities in smart
contracts, and these vulnerabilities may be solidity design
flaws or negligence in the process of writing [9].

Chen [10] has designed a set of frameworks on which to
write corresponding APPs to detect different types of at-
tacks. Using this framework can obtain a large number of
attack data sets [16]. After detecting the RPC attack, this
paper simply traced the source of the attacker. +is may be
due to the different attack methods.+ere is not much value.
Reference [17] traced the source from the network layer; this
method is not suitable for blockchain [18]. +is article
systematically analyzes and investigates the Ponzi contract.
We also borrowed some of his indicators when we started
our work. Below we will introduce the type of attack on the
data set we used in the experiment:

2.1. Reentry Attack. Ethereum smart contracts can call and
utilize the code of other external contracts. Contracts usually
also deal with Ether, so Ether is sent to various external user
addresses. +e operation of calling an external contract or
sending Ether to an address requires the contract to submit an
external call.+ese external calls can be hijacked by an attacker,
thereby forcing the contract to execute more codes (that is,
through the fallback function), including callbacks to the
original contract itself. +erefore, the contract can be “reen-
tered” during the execution of the contract code, which is a bit
like an indirect recursive function call in a programming
language [19]. In the infamousDAO incident, hackers used this
attack, which eventually led to the hard fork of Ethereum [20].
+is attack may occur when the contract sends Ether to an
unknown address. An attacker can carefully construct a
contract at an external address that contains malicious code in
the fallback function.+erefore, when the contract sends Ether
to this address, the malicious code will be activated. Usually,
malicious code executes functions on vulnerable contracts,
which is an operation that developers did not expect.+e name
“Reentrancy” comes from the reality that the externalmalicious
contract calls back a function on the attacked contract and
“reenters” code execution anywhere on the attacked contract.
Because the programmer of the original contract may not have
anticipated that the contract code can be “reentered,” the
contract will exhibit unpredictable behavior [21].

2.2. DDoS Attack. Denial-of-service attacks are designed to
destroy the access to the network or resources of a specific
target. A denial-of-service attack launched by attackers in
multiple locations simultaneously is called a distributed
denial-of-service attack [22]. Once a distributed denial-of-
service attack occurs in the blockchain, the entire blockchain
network may face paralysis. Sending transactions in
Ethereum requires a certain amount of gas (transaction fee).
+is mechanism can resist DoS attacks to a certain extent.
However, because the gas consumption price of Ethereum’s
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EXTCODESIZE opcode is too low, the attacker has suc-
cessfully launched a DoS attack on Ethereum. +e
EXTCODESIZE opcode is used to read the wise contract
code size. When EXTCODESIZE is called, the node needs to
read the status information of the disk. Since EXTCODE-
SIZE only consumes 20 gases, an attacker can perform
50,000 EXT-CODESIZE operations in one transaction. +is
kind of attack can consume a lot of computing resources and
network resources of the blockchain network, leading to
congestion or even paralysis of the blockchain network.
Some attackers also used the SUICIDE opcode to launch
DoS attacks [23]. +e attackers used the SUICIDE operation
to generate 19million empty accounts. Since empty accounts
need to be stored in the state tree, a large number of empty
accounts waste disk resources. In this attack mode, the node
synchronization speed and transaction processing speed of
the blockchain network have dropped significantly. Exces-
sive authority of smart contract token owners may also lead
to denial-of-service attacks. If the token contract owner
keeps freezing the contract, other users in the contract will
not be able to conduct transactions:

assembly{

let seed :� calldataload(4)

let iterations :�calldataload(36)

let target :�seed

loop:

target :� add(target,seed)

pop(call(0,div(target,0x100000000000000000
0000000),0,0,0,0,0))

iterations :� sub(iterations,1)

DDoS code

2.3. Short Address Attack. A short address attack means that
the attacker makes a contract call by constructing an address
with zero at the end and deliberately discards the zero at the
end of the address in the call parameters, thereby using the
virtual machine’s automatic completion mechanism for the
data to perform the second parameter [3]—shift zoom. Short
address attacks usually occur in exchanges. Suppose a user
initiates a transfer operation to a contract on the exchange
and uses a maliciously constructed short address as the
target. If the exchange does not verify the length of the user
input, the actual transfer amount will be enlarged several
times due to the short address loophole, which will cause a
large amount of capital loss. +e root of the short address
vulnerability is that when the virtual machine reads the input
of the contract call, it automatically fills the fields with zeros
at the end, which causes the ambiguity of the data and the
shift and expansion of the parameters.

CALLDATALOAD reads 32 bytes from the input data. If
the input data is not enough 32 bits, it will add 0 bytes.
Attackers can use this design to perform short address at-
tacks to steal tokens [24].

2.4. Ponzi Contract. Ponzi scheme is a traditional invest-
ment scam. Its typical feature is to use funds provided by

new investors to pay the so-called returns to exist investors
[25]. In the Ethereum smart contract, the Ponzi scheme
has some new features. +e most obvious is that it is based
on the anonymity of the blockchain. Researchers cannot
know the true identity of the contract initiator, cannot
associate their credit information, and can only analyze
the information disclosed on the Ethereum official
website. In addition, its code is public, immutable, and
automatically enforced, so investors will have a sense of
trust in it and reduce awareness of prevention. Because of
this, Ponzi schemes on smart contracts are also emerging
endlessly. Many investors mistakenly invested in the
Ponzi scheme because they could not understand the
source code of the smart contract and ultimately suffered
heavy losses [11]. In addition, due to the anonymity of the
blockchain and the difficulty of traceability, the
defrauded funds are basically impossible to be recovered
successfully, and investors can only suffer losses. Many
blockchain Ponzi schemes have been exposed to obtain
huge profits. Between 2013 and 2014 alone, Bitcoin’s
Ponzi scheme gained 7 million dollars in illegal benefits.
+erefore, it is necessary to strengthen the supervision of
the blockchain market. Ponzi contract is a contract that
defrauds investors of Ether through its own code logic.
Specifically meet the following four characteristics: 1.
Require the contract to allocate funds to investors, that is,
users who join the contract by remittance to the contract.
2. It is required to obtain only the money collected in the
contract from investors. 3. Require every investor who
wants to make money, provided that the new investor
continues to remit money to the contract. 4. As the plan
progresses, investors will be lost [18].

Timestamp dependence [26] and block high depen-
dence: Timestamp dependence means that intelligent con-
tracts use strict block timestamps in their code to make
important control flow decisions, thereby introducing se-
curity vulnerabilities. +e block timestamp refers to the
timestamp when the block to which the current contract call
transaction belongs is packaged. +e block timestamp seems
to have a specific contingency. However, it can be manip-
ulated by miners within a specific range of values. Suppose
the precise timestamp is used as an essential decision pa-
rameter in the contract, although it is irresistible to ordinary
attackers. In that case, the attacker with the miner’s identity
can easily bypass it by constructing a malicious timestamp
within the value range—restrictions on the use of timestamp
design in contracts. +ese two dependency issues mean that
certain judgments in the contract are based on these two,
and the miner can control the block number and timestamp.
+erefore, miners can influence the execution of smart
contracts [27]. Table 1 lists some attacks on Ethereum.

2.5. Motivation. Although there are many researches on the
traceability of blockchains [28], few people study the
traceability of attacks on the blockchain. +e reason is that,
in Ethereum, when an attack is detected, the Ethereum
account is anonymous, and the attacker may control or use
other “intermediate smart contracts or intermediate users”
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to attack.+erefore, even if an attack threat is detected in the
blockchain, it cannot be traced back to the attacker.
+erefore, there is an urgent need to study reasonable
traceability technology to effectively, quickly, and accurately
trace the source of the attacker and realize the statistics and
traceability of asset losses on the blockchain.

Because the relationship presented by users based on
Ethereum is a kind of graph, it is more reasonable to use
graphs to map the flow of funds, call relationships, and
establish relationships when studying attackers’ attack
behavior.

3. Methodology

In this paper, our method consists of three stages, which are
described in the following sections. +e first stage is data
collection, collecting all attack data, including reentry at-
tacks, DDoS, short address attacks, and Ponzi contracts
mentioned in this article. +ese four have a more significant
impact on the Ethereum ecosystem and have a far-reaching
impact [29].

As shown in Figure 1, in the second stage, the framework
in [10] is used to collect complete transaction data, including
internal transactions and external transactions, and then
build different relationship graphs based on the attack data
set of the first stage because different attack types have very
different natures. For example, DDoS attacks do not involve
profit from the attack, so we do not need to pay too much
attention to the flow of money. We only need to establish a
call relationship graph to perform a correlation analysis [30].

In the third stage, based on the correlation analysis of the
statistical data of these graphs, we can obtain a group closely
related to the attacker. Analyze the attacker group: how
many associated attackers are there? After obtaining these
data, we use etherscan to investigate its current activity,
focusing on the amount of Ether held by these accounts and
the activity of recent transactions.

In addition to all the work mentioned above, we are still
trying to trace the IP addresses of these attackers [31]. +e
specific method is to refer to [16]. +is paper used a hon-
eypot method to collect a large number of attack calls sent by

the attacker. +e parameters in the request included the
attacker’s account address. +en we performed a correlation
analysis between the account addresses of these attackers
and the relationship graph we established when analyzing
the contract attackers. +e basis for this is that the attacker
may also perform RPC call attacks while making contract
attacks. It may be said that the account addresses used by the
attackers on both sides are the same address. +erefore, it
can be found through correlation analysis to the IP address
of the account [32, 33].

In this paper, the critical issue is the creation of graphs. Our
method is to collect all transaction data during the operation of
the blockchain and extract the three main activities of the
attacker, namely, transfers and smart contracts. Creation and
smart contract invocation, respectively, construct the money
flow graph, smart contract creation graph, and smart contract
invocation graph. With these three graphs, we can conduct a
comprehensive analysis of the attacker.

4. Data Collection

+e first thing that needs to be collected is offensive be-
havior. Many existing papers do not have a complete col-
lection of offensive transactions. Most of the articles are used
to detect contract vulnerabilities. +e framework proposed
in [10] can not only be used to detect contracts with vul-
nerabilities but also detect transactions that exploit contract
vulnerabilities. A total of eight types of vulnerability
transaction detection are proposed, including reentry, Un-
expected Function Invocation, Invalid Input Data, Incorrect
Check for Authorization, No Check after Contract Invo-
cation, Missing the Transfer Event, Strict Check for Balance,
Timestamp Dependency, and Block Number Dependency.
We selected the type of vulnerability that has a significant
and far-reaching impact on Ethereum, that is, reentry at-
tacks. A total of 3291 transactions were received, for which
reentry attacks were detected. Secondly, there is Invalid
Input Data, which is a short address attack.

+en there is the Ponzi contract.+e impact of the Ponzi
contract is relatively long-term and far-reaching. +e de-
tection of the Ponzi contract is mainly from the Ponzi

Table 1: Some attacks on Ethereum.

Date Money Events
6/17/2016 100 million USD +e DAO
1/26/2018 1080.6 Coincheck exchange was attacked
2/10/2018 917.4 BitGrail exchange XRB stolen
3/7/2018 825.607 Ethereum “smuggling” vulnerability
3/30/2018 409.929 OKEx exchange suffered abnormal transactions
4/9/2018 429.251 Coinsecure exchange wallet stolen
4/22/2018 640.767 Smart contract BEC US chain was attacked
4/24/2018 708.875 Smart contract SMT was attacked
4/25/2018 707.062 MyEtherWallet wallet website was attacked
5/23/2018 651.636 Smart contract EDU was attacked
6/10/2018 594.345 Coinrail exchange stolen
6/20/2018 541.015 Bithumb exchange stolen
7/8/2018 503.199 Bancor exchange private key leaked and attacked
11/27/2019 5000 Hackers attacked UpBit exchange
8/2019 — Zerocoin attacks Citex
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contract mentioned in [18]. +ere is a total of 140 Ponzi
contracts. DDoS attacks are mainly contracts for DDoS
attacks that existed before 2.3 million and 2.8 million.

After getting these attacks, we still need transaction
information about these attacks, including the creator of the
contract, the caller of the contract, and the internal trans-
action information in the completed transaction [34]. +is
information is obtained by using the framework mentioned
in [10] to obtain complete transaction information. Because
this framework can write related plug-ins on its basis, we will
specifically do it by calling the interface provided by the
framework in the plug-in. +e information that the interface
can provide is each opcode executed after a transaction
starts, and then each different opcode can get corresponding
information. +e sign of the start of an external transaction
is “EXTERNALINFOSTART,” and then the block number,
transaction hash, both parties of the transaction, and the
amount of the transaction can be obtained in the interface
and stored in a structure. When it encounters “EXTER-
NALINFOEND,” the external transaction ends. +e infor-
mation that can be obtained at this time is whether the
transaction is successful and all the gas spent by the ex-
change, and then all the data is written [35].+en the signs of
the start of internal transactions are mainly “CALLSTART,”
“CREATESTART,” “CREATE2START,” “CALLCODESST
ART,” “DELEGATECALLSTART,” “STATICCALLSTA
RT,” and then collect the transaction amount of both parties
during this period. When encountering “CALLEND,”
“CREATEEND,” “CREATE2END,” “CALLCODESEND,”
“DELEGATECALLEND,” “STATICCALLEND,” it is the
end of the transaction, and then save all the collected results
to the local [36].

In addition to collecting complete transaction data in
this way, we can also obtain complete data in a transaction
and all internal transactions through the Ethereum data
website etherscan [37]. Nevertheless, there will be a problem
when using etherscan because etherscan considers the
bandwidth issue when designing the API, so if the trans-
action volume of the contract is more than 10,000, the list of
returned transactions will not return all transactions [38].
+is leads to a problem that the data is incomplete.

If we use web3 to connect to geth, we can get a
complete list of transactions, but we cannot get the in-
ternal transactions of each transaction [39]. For example,
in a reentry attack, many of the transfers are performed in

internal transactions. +erefore, transactions cannot be
obtained in this way.

In addition, we can obtain relevant data through Goo-
gle’s bigquery [40]. Bigquery has a large amount of complete
data (such as blocks, tokens, contracts, transactions, etc.),
which can be used to obtain all contract addresses on
Ethereum (including open source and closed source ad-
dresses). However, for transactions, only general informa-
tion about a transaction can be obtained, and a complete list
of transactions cannot be obtained.

In the process of constructing the attacker relationship
graph, the existence of the trading market will have a sig-
nificant impact, so in the process of constructing the graph,
it is necessary to remove the trading market in the graph.We
collect trading markets, mainly through the list of trading
markets given in the website [41]. +en search for the name
of the trading market in etherscan to get its hash address.

5. Graph Construction

+is part mainly refers to the method used to analyze
Ethereum in [30, 42]. It mentioned the construction of three
relationship graphs CCG, MFG, and CIG. It can analyze
important security issues, including attack forensics, anomaly
detection, and deanonymization. In this article, there are
similarities with [30] in attack forensics. However, paper [30]
did not specifically do a lot of traceability analysis. +ere are
many complicated situations in actual attacks, and simple
backtracking cannot get complete traceability data. Moreover,
there will be a trading market during the trading process,
which will significantly affect the accuracy of the final result.

As shown in Figure 2, nodes with different colors mean
different types of attacker groups. +ese groups are closely
connected. +is article proposes different ways to trace the
source of different types of attacks on its basis. In this article,
the most important types of attacks are divided into four
categories. +e first category is the contract with the nature
of the attack. +is category mainly refers to the attacker
calling the contract created by himself to achieve the purpose
of the attack, such as the DDoS attack contract.

+e second category refers to attacks on contracts with
vulnerabilities. +is type of attack mainly involves vulner-
abilities in the victim’s contract. +e attacker constructs
corresponding parameters to steal tokens or eth, such as
short address attacks and integer overflow attacks.

Attack Transaction

Specially
treated geth

Extract key
information

Attack and
Transaction Analysis Results

Ethereum Transaction
Database

Figure 1: +e overview of our system.
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+e third type of attack is to call the contract attacker to
attack the vulnerable contract to steal token or eth, such as
the famous reentry attack.

+e fourth type of attack refers to phishing contracts, in
which transaction initiators are victims, such as Ponzi
contracts. +e essential characteristics of these four different
types of attacks are quite different. +erefore, it is necessary
to adopt different methods to trace the source. Traceability
methods are as follows.

5.1. DDoS. +e method here is to query the creator of the
collected DDoS attack contract list. If the contract ac-
count is created, then continue to trace back and record
all accounts with transaction records. Backtracking until
it is an EOA account, all contract accounts during this
period must record the accounts with which transactions
are made. +is is to complete the second round of in-
quiries and then perform the third round of transaction
records inquiries for all addresses obtained in this round
of inquiries. During the inquiry process, if a trading
market is encountered, the backtracking of the branch is
terminated. +en compose a graph of its creator with the
results obtained. After completing the creator relation-
ship diagram, the second and third rounds of back-
tracking queries are performed on the contract caller.
Unlike the creator, the caller does not need to go back to
the end of EOA.

5.2. ShortAddresses. First, we need to collect the data of the
detected attack behavior and find all the account addresses
that initiated the attack. If the attacker’s account is a
contract address, it must be traced back to its creator until
it is an EOA account. +is requires recording the addresses
in the middle and then starting the second and third
rounds of backtracking together. If it is an EOA account,
start the retrospective query directly. Unlike the first type,

this type of transaction involves the transfer of funds.
+erefore, transactions involving the transfer of funds will
be highlighted.

5.3. Reentry Attacks. +e characteristic of this type of attack
is that the attacker first creates a particular contract and then
calls this contract to attack the vulnerable contract. +ere-
fore, for this type of attack, the contract’s creator must first
be backtracked. +en there are often a large number of
internal transactions in this type of attack. +e flow of funds
is also involved in the internal transactions. So the difference
from the previous two is that the external transaction call
needs to be recorded and the internal transaction caller.
+en go back to the second and third rounds.

5.4. Ponzi. Because it is a phishing attack, the measures
taken against this type of attack are mainly aimed at the
creator of the contract and the final flow of funds. Like the
aforementioned categories, it is necessary to perform a
backtracking query on the creator to create a creator rela-
tionship graph.+en find the beneficiaries in the transaction
list of the Ponzi contract, and then conduct the second and
third rounds of retrospective inquiry.

6. Result Analysis

Our experimental computer environment is 32G memory,
Intel(R)Core(TM)i9-10920X@3.50GHz CPU, 1 TB SSD.
+is section analyzes the source tracing results of four types
of attacks.+ese four attacks are selected for analysis because
these four attacks cause more significant harm to Ethereum,
rarely false positives, and the amount of data is relatively
small for data processing. We will describe the results first
and then introduce the information we get from the results
and then analyze the results according to the indicators.

6.1. DDoS. +rough the analysis of DDoS transactions, a
total of 25 attacker contract contracts were collected. +e
total transaction volume was 109,607, and the internal
transaction volume was about 188,680,133. +e internal
transaction distribution is shown in Figure 3. +e first block
is 2,286,910, and the last block is 2,720,289. We found that
there are 14 creators in these 25 contracts, which means that
many contracts have the same creator. +en we scanned the
callers of these 25 contracts and found that there were 841
callers.After our analysis, we found that a large number of
callers were invalid calls. +e contract creators are all EOA
users. +en we put these users into the results of the first
round of retrospective query for analysis and found that
these 25 contracts can be divided into four groups and
related. +en we put the creator data into the second-round
retrospect and found that the 25 data can be divided into two
groups of related data. +e first group contains 23 contracts
as shown in Figure 4 and the second group has only two
contracts. To prove that the remaining two sets of data are
connected, we used etherscan to conduct manual analysis.
However, it turns out that there is no correlation between the

Figure 2: Example diagram of Ethereum account transaction.
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two sets of data, and there is a big gap between the two sets of
DDoS attack contract codes. Moreover, the data of the first
group is distributed from 2.2 million to 2.7 million. In
contrast, the data of the second group only exists in the block
after 2.67 million. We investigated all of its associated ac-
counts and found that all of its Ether was transferred to the
trading market in the block number about 3 million. +ese
accounts only had a small amount of Ether, and no more
transactions were conducted afterward.

Ethereum is developing rapidly, and the sudden DDoS
attack caused significant losses to the initial Ethereum. During
this period, the transaction volume and block generation speed
have significantly decreased, but this also shows that Ethereum
is very powerful. +e Ethereum developers subsequently suc-
ceeded in patching the vulnerabilities, which can be seen from
the 25 contracts that stopped the attack after 2.7 million. For
attackers, there are indeed some hackers who cheat in order to
obtain bonuses in a particular game, but this should be relatively
short-lived.+e 25 contractsmentioned in this article havewell-
designed code and extensive deployment and invested a lot of
money and time to launch attacks. +is is more like a business
competitor with Ethereum.

6.2. Short Address Attack. We detected a total of 270 short
address attack transactions. After deduplication, we found
that these short addresses had 52 different account addresses.
Compared with DDoS, short address attacks are less costly,
easier to implement, and relatively less harmful. We initially
thought that there were more people involved in the attack
from the perspective of organizing an attack, and there would
not bemuch correlation between them. However, the result of
our experiment was beyond our expectations.+e active
blocks of short address attacks ranged from 7934974 to
8175517. Among the 270 attacked transactions, only 160 were
successfully executed. +rough graph analysis technology, we
found that, in the first round of backtracking results, we found
that there are only a few interrelated situations among the 52
account addresses. Among them, all accounts can be divided
into 12 groups according to the connection situation. +e
largest group contains 16 accounts. At this time, we were a bit
lost, thinking that there would be no surprises. +en we
checked the second round of backtracking results and found
that all accounts are related, as shown in Figure 5. +at is to
say, these accounts are likely to come from a hacker or an
organization.We took out all the account addresses at the link
between the attacked accounts, a total of 3,465,302. After our
analysis, we found that most of the addresses here are EOA
addresses. Among them, many users’ recent transaction block
is after 10 million.

6.3. Reentry Attack. In the reentry attack, the first trans-
action detected was in the 1718497 block. It has been
continuously discovered since then: until the 2130761 block,
a total of 1849 reentry attack transactions were detected. A
total of 18 attackers were involved.+e reentry attack caused
a total loss of 21207208.88995413 Ether and a token worth
225136933535.86 dollars. We found that, through graph
analysis technology, we found that, in the first round of
retrospective results, we found that these 18 addresses can be
divided into two groups of irrelevant data. However, in the
second round of backtracking results, we were pleasantly
surprised to find that these 18 attacker addresses are all
related to each other, and the transactions between them are
very frequent as shown in Figure 6. +erefore, we have
reason to believe that these 18 attackers are all from the same
organization or individual.

We found through graph analysis technology that, in
the first round of retrospective results, we found that these
18 addresses can be divided into two groups of irrelevant
data. However, in the second round of backtracking results,
we were pleasantly surprised to find that these 18 attacker
addresses are all related to each other, and the transactions
between them are very frequent. +erefore, we have reason
to believe that these 18 attackers are all from the same
organization or individual. We got all the suspicious ac-
counts and found a total of 3,208,251, most of which are
EOA addresses, and there is a small amount of trading
market. After removing the trading market, there are a
large number of users whose recent trading blocks are after
10 million, but only a small amount of funds exists on these
accounts.
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Figure 3: +e internal transaction distribution of DDos attack.

Figure 4: +e relation of DDos attack accounts.
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6.4.PonziContract. +ere are a total of 140 data sets of Ponzi
contracts. +ere are 74 creators of Ponzi contracts in the
past. In the traceability process of Ponzi contracts, only the
creators need to be paid attention to. +ese 140 contracts
have resulted in more than 600,000 contracts. Economic
losses: the number of victims reached more than 2,000,
which has had a considerable impact on the Ethereum
ecosystem. Among these 74 creators, through graph analysis

technology, we did not find an excellent correlation between
the creators in the first round of backtracking results. It is
found that these 74 creators are all related in the second
round. +e strength of the association between these ac-
counts is shown in Figure 7.

We then took out the account addresses at the link
between the attacked accounts. +ere were only 599 account
addresses in the first round, but the second round was vast. A

Figure 5: +e relation of short address attack accounts.

Figure 6: +e relation of reentry attack.
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total of 11,331,544 account addresses were found in these
addresses. Among them, most of them are EOA addresses,
and there is many trading markets. After removing the
trading market, our sample survey found that 80% of these
accounts were active in the block about 2 million, and then
there was no activity. Some users’ recent trading blocks are
after 10 million. However, there are only a tiny amount of
funds on these accounts.

6.5. Attacker Activity Analysis. +is subsection mainly
discusses the account balance, the latest transaction block
distribution of the account, the distribution of transac-
tion volume, and the nature of the account. We used
sampling methods to randomly extract part of the data
from the data set and remove the trading market from it
for the associated accounts we found from DDoS, Ponzi
contracts, short addresses, and reentry attacks. Among
them, 1446 accounts were extracted from DDoS, in-
cluding 911 EOA accounts, 2430 accounts were extracted
from the Ponzi contract, including 2430 EOA accounts,
2712 were extracted from short address attacks, and 2712
were EOA accounts, and reentry attacks were extracted.
One thousand one hundred accounts were extracted from
reentry attacks, including 1100 EOA accounts. It can be
seen that there are a large number of EOA accounts in
these accounts. It can be seen in Table 2 that there are still
a large number of funds in these accounts, but due to the
relatively large account base, there is not much Ether on
average. Active accounts refer to accounts that have sent
transactions after the 9 million blocks. Only two accounts
were found in DDoS, accounting for only 0.13%. Even so,
there is a large number of funds in these two accounts. In
the data associated with the creator of the Ponzi contract,

it was found in the sample that 15.9% of the accounts are
still active on Ethereum, and there is a large amount of
Ether on these accounts. +is is the most active type of
attack. 12.3% of accounts associated with short address
attacks are active on Ethereum, but the amount of funds is
relatively small. 7% of the linked accounts in the reentry
attack is still active on Ethereum, and there is also a large
amount of Ether.

As can be seen from Figure 8, in addition to DDoS, other
types of accounts are active in recent transactions.

6.6. Connections between Various Types of Attacks. We are
curious about whether there is a connection between the
attackers of various attacks, so we have analyzed the
correlation between the suspicious account data sets in
the various attacks. It turns out that there is indeed a
correlation among the four types of attacks. +ere are
1446 suspicious accounts in our sample in DDoS, 2427 in
Ponzi, 1097 in reentry attacks, and 2712 in short address
attacks. In the end, it was discovered that there were 10
accounts related to DDoS and Ponzi, three of DDoS and
reentry attacks, and two of Ponzi and reentry. +erefore,
it can be seen that various types of attackers are also
connected, and they may come from the same attacker or
attack organization.

6.7. IP Traceability. We perform a correlation analysis be-
tween the data set obtained from graph analysis and the data
set obtained from the RPC honeypot [16]. We finally found
that two addresses are related. +en we took out all the
accounts involved between these two addresses for analysis
and found that there may be a trading market.

Figure 7: +e relation of Ponzi creators.
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7. Discussion

In this paper, although we can connect the attacker with his
IP address, we still need to make improvements. After our
analysis, there are the following points.

First, there is a gap between the types of attacks, which
means that people who use the four attack methods men-
tioned in this paper will not be RPC attacks. Second, the data
set obtained in the RPC honeypot we used is too small.

For these two points, in future work, we will evaluate the
behavior of the attacker and find a data set with a higher
probability. +en, it is to expand the data set obtained in the
RPC honeypot, extend the honeypot collection time, or
collect IP in other ways.

8. Conclusion

For Ethereum research, a lot of current work is based on
smart contract vulnerabilities and some problems of
Ethereum itself. +is article carried out research on the
attacker and proposed a way to trace the attacker through
graph analysis. +rough the traceability analysis of reentry
attacks, DDos, short address attacks, and Ponzi contracts, it
is found that the attackers behind a large number of attacks
are interconnected, and there are still a large number of
active accounts. Finally, by using the RPC mechanism, we
can find the IP addresses of certain attackers. With these
results, we can study the behavior of some attackers in a
targeted manner, so that the security of Ethereum can be
further improved [43].
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